The “smart-me for Kamstrup Omnipower” module connects your Kamstrup Omnipower meter directly to the Cloud. So you can monitor it from anywhere with your smart phone, tablet or computer. You don’t need any additional hardware. The module connects to the existing WiFi networks and this allows you to view your Energy consumption in real time! An incredible cheap solution to make your energy smart.

Features

- Real-time visualization of: Power, counter value (total and tariff 1-4), Voltage and current (in the App and on the Web)
- Easy installation
- Multiple diagrams and Reports
- Online firmware update
- Internal datalogger on connection failure for up to 1 Month.
- Usable as sensor to control other devices.
- Email alarms
- Full functionality of the smart-me cloud (reports, controlling devices, billing)
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smart-me
Cloud based smart-metering

smart-me make smart-metering simple, cheap and suitable for the mass. This with a completely new concept. The smart-me devices, like Electricity meters, are directly connected to the Cloud. So you can control and monitor them from anywhere with your smart-phone, your tablet or your computer. In Real Time!

smart-me also support more than 1000 different meters from other manufacturers (Electricity, Heat, Water, Gas).

In the Cloud smart-me offers a huge range of services like energy data analysis, alarms, automations and a complete solution for automated utility cost bills. This makes smart-me to an incredible cheap solution for energy analysis and utility cost billing. Ideal for real estate and electricity supply companies.

Features

- Real time monitoring
- Easy to use
- Free version available
- Various diagrams and reports
- Events and Actions (control of devices)
- App for smart phone and tablet
- Email alerts
- Automatic creation of invoices (Electricity, Heat, Water and Gas)
- Open interface (API)
- Multi-user support